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Understanding Postural Symmetry to Improve
Performance and Prevent Injury
Lori Thomsen, MPT, PRC
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golf, or throw right handed. The tendency to favor our right leg and
he goal of the cycling athlete is to train and comto rotate our body to the left with everyday tasks is overwhelming.
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avoiding injury. Injury prevention is the key for
reinforce this typical neuromotor right dominant pattern.
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any athlete during their season. In the 1980's a
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of the body. When imbalance occurs in the body; joints, bones, and
We hope you'll look for our column in each upcoming
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newsletter for a tip, concept, or exercise that can be implemented
places. Over the course of the next several newsletters, we will be
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practice and throughout the day to assist the athlete in obtaining balance throughout their body not only for injury prevention, but also
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